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Introduction
Modeling user web navigation data is challenging task that is continuing to gain importance as the size of the web and its user-base increase. A web navigation behavior is helpful in understanding what information of online users demand. Following that, the analyzed results can be seen as knowledge to be used in intelligent online applications, refining web site maps, web based personalization system and improving searching accuracy when seeking information. Nevertheless, an online navigation behavior grows each passing day, and thus extracting information intelligently from it is a difficult issue. Web Usage Mining (WUM) is the process of extracting knowledge from Web user's access data by exploiting Data Mining technologies [1] .It can be used for different purposes such as personalization, system improvement and site modification.
In our system, user navigation patterns are described as the common browsing behaviors among a group of users. Since many users may have common interests up to a point during their navigation, navigation patterns should capture the overlapping interests or the information needs of these users. In addition, navigation patterns should also be capable to distinguish among web pages based on their different significance to each pattern.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach for clustering of user navigation patterns based on the graph partitioning for modeling user navigation patterns. Moreover, for the clustering of user navigation patterns we create an undirected graph based on connectivity between each pair of web pages and we propose novel formula for assigning weights to edges in such a graph. The experimental results represent that our approach can improve the quality of clustering for user navigation pattern in web usage mining systems. These results can be use for predicting user's next request in the huge web sites.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we review some researches that advance in navigation pattern mining. Section 3 describes the proposed method for the clustering of navigation pattern mining. Results of an experimental evaluation are reported in section 4. Finally, section 5 summarizes the paper and introduces future work.
Related works
Recently, several Web Usage Mining algorithms have been proposed for mining user navigation behavior. In the following we review some of the most significant navigation pattern mining systems and algorithms in web usage mining area that can be compared with our system.
A partitioning method was one of the earliest clustering methods to be used in Web usage mining by Yan et al. [2] . They used an incremental algorithm that produces high quality clusters. Each user session is represented by an n-dimensional feature vector, where n is the number of Web pages in the session. The value of each feature is a weight, measuring the degree of interest of the user in the particular Web page. One problem with this approach is the calculation of the feature weights. The choice of the right parameter mix for the calculation of these weights is not straightforward and depends on the modeling abilities of a human expert.
A partitioning graph theoretic approach is presented by Perkowitz and Etzioni [3] , who have developed a system that helps in making Web sites adaptive, i.e., automatically improving their organization and presentation by mining usage logs. The core element of this system is a new clustering method, called cluster mining, which is implemented in the PageGather algorithm. PageGather receives user sessions as input. Using these data, the algorithm creates a graph, as signing pages to nodes. An edge is added between two nodes if the corresponding pages co-occur in more than a certain number of sessions. Clusters are defined either in terms of cliques, or connected components. Each cluster in this system is a behavioral pattern, associating pages in a Web site. However, being a graph based algorithm, it is rather computationally expensive, especially in the case where cliques are computed.
Baraglia and Palmerini proposed a WUM system called SUGGEST, that provide useful information to make easier the web user navigation and to optimize the web server performance [4, 5] . SUGGEST adopts a two levels architecture composed by an offline creation of historical knowledge and an online engine that understands user's behavior. As the requests arrive at this system module it incrementally updates a graph representation of the Web site based on the active user sessions and classifies the active session using a graph partitioning algorithm. Quality of the clusters is a potential limitation of the system.
All of these works attempt to find architecture and algorithm to improve quality of clustering, but the quality still does not meet satisfaction. In our work we advance a model and propose novel graph partitioning algorithm for improving accuracy of user navigation clustering.
Navigation patterns mining
Generally, several pretreatment tasks need to be done before performing web mining algorithms on the Web server logs. For this work, these include data cleaning, user differentiation and session identification. These preprocessing tasks are the same for any web usage mining problem. Navigation pattern modeling is done in the following step.
Navigation pattern modeling
To model navigational patterns we use the proposed algorithm in [5] but with some modifications. The main difference is in the definition of the undirected graph M. In our contribution the degree of connectivity in each pair of pages depends on two main factors: the time position of two pages in a session and the occurrence of two pages in a session.
We proposed an algorithm for modeling the pages accesses information as an undirected graph M= (V, E). The set V of vertices contains the identifiers of the different pages hosted on the Web server. We propose a weight measure for approximating the connectivity degree of each two web pages in sessions. First, let us introduce two concepts related to this measure, ''Time Connectivity'' and ''Frequency''.
''Time Connectivity'' measures the degree of visit ordering for each two pages in a session. In (1) we compute this measure with the novel formula:
Where T i is time duration in i-th session, that containing both pages a and b, T ab is the difference between requested time of page a and page b in the session. we consider f(k)=k if web page appears in position k .However, A different form for f could be chosen .For instance it is also possible to increase the importance of the position of each two pages in a session by taking
The formula is also normalized so all values for time connectivity are between 0 and 1.
''Frequency'' measures the occurrence of two pages in each sessions. In (2) we compute this: (2) Where N ab is the number of sessions containing both page a and page b. N a and N b are the number of session containing only page a and page b. and this formula also has the values between 0 and 1.
In our system, ''Time Connectivity'' and ''Frequency'' are considered two strong indicators of the degree of connectivity for each pair of web pages. Therefore, in the weight measure we devised, ''Time Connectivity'' and ''Frequency'' are valued equally. We use the harmonic mean of ''Time Connectivity'' and ''Frequency'' to represent the connectivity of each two pages, shown as (3).We take this formula for weight of each edges in the undirected graph.
(3)
The data structure can be used to store the weights is an adjacency matrix M where each entry M ab contains the value W ab computed according to (3) .To limit the number of edge in such graph ,element of M ab whose value is less than a threshold are to little correlated and thus discarded. This threshold is named as MinFreq in our contribution.
Clustering algorithm based on graph partitioning
We apply graph partitioning algorithm to finds groups of strongly correlated pages by partitioning the graph according to its connected components. Starting from a Vertex a Depth First Search (DFS) on the graph induced by M is applied to search for the connected component reachable from this vertex. Once the component has been found, the algorithm checks if there are any nodes not considered in the visit. If so, it means that a previously connected component has been split, and therefore, it needs to be identified. To do this the DFS is again applied by starting from one of the nodes not visited. In the worst case, when all the URLs are in the same cluster, the cost of this algorithm will be linear in the number of edges of the complete graph G. Before the clusters put into the navigational pattern profile, the clusters are ranked based on values store in the matrix M.
Experimental evaluation
Measuring the quality of the clustering in navigation patterns mining systems needs to characterize the quality of the results obtained.
The experimental evaluation was conduced using DePaul University CTI Log file. The only cleaning step performed on this data was the removal of references to auxiliary files (e.g., image files). No other cleaning or preprocessing has been performed in the first phase. The data is in the original log format used by Microsoft IIS. Table 1 shows some basic statistics on user and sessions after cleaning, filtering and sessioning the CTI dataset. All evaluation tests were run on a dual processor Intel CPU 1.8 GHz Pentium 4 with 2GBytes of RAM, operating system Windows XP. Our implementations run on .net framework 2. Figure 1 shows the number of cluster based on MinFreq. In Our evaluation MinClusterSize=1 it means the clusters lower than this threshold are discarded because considered not significant. In this figure we compare our work with latest contribution in clustering by graph partitioning [5] .As we represent when the graph becomes highly disconnected; the clusters found are smaller than MinClusterSize threshold and thus discarded. Therefore the total number of clusters found does not increase. Clustering by our algorithm can find more clusters based on MinFreq. It means the real connected components in our clustering are more than other contributions. Figure 2 shows the percentage of pages that do not belong to any cluster. In the other hand this figure shows the number of outliers and we can observe that as MinFreq increase the percentage of outliers also grows. In our work the number of outliers is below than other contributions.
To evaluate the quality of the clusters produced by our approach we used the visit coherence index that allows quantifying a session intrinsic coherence. It measures the percentage of pages inside a user session which belong to the cluster representing the session considered.
Figure 2. Percentage of outliers.
There are some basic approaches to evaluating the accuracy of clustering. One of these approaches is Kfold cross-validation. In this evaluation method we first split the data into K subset of equal size. Then each subset in turn is used for testing and the remainder for training. In our work we perform 10-fold cross-validation using the server logs from DePaul University web site (www.cs.depaul.edu).
In each of the 10 iterations, the data set divided into training (90%) and evaluation (10%) datasets. The training set is used to generate the models based on our clustering algorithm while the evaluation set is used to test the generated model. We use evaluation methodology introduced in [5] .
To verify if the coherence hypothesis holds for every session i in evaluation dataset, we define a parameter β which measures the number of web pages in session i that belongs to representative cluster for that session.
(4)
Where p is a web page, S i is i-th session, C i is the cluster representing i, and N i is the number of pages in i-th session. The average value for β over all N s sessions contain inside the dataset partition treated is given by: 
Conclusion and future directions
In this paper, we advance an algorithm and proposed a novel contribution to clustering user navigation patterns. We used some evaluation methodology that can be used to evaluate the quality of the clusters found. The experimental results represent that our approach can improve the quality of clustering for user navigation pattern in web usage mining systems.
For the future, we would perfect the algorithm and apply some classification methods for classifying user request. This can be used in WUM based prediction systems.
